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SONIC MATERIAL USING A LEAP MOTION DEVICE
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Abstract
This paper reports on the outcomes of a project using a Leap Motion1 (LM) to interact with a custom-made
performance environment named Greap -, Gr(ain) + (l)eap. The project was set to explore live improvisation within
the genre of computer music with a particular interest in the audible transparency of the gestural manipulation
of sonic material in real time. It comprises of an interactive platform, developed in the SuperCollider2 (SC)
programming environment controlled by the LM sensor. Greap3 was created with a particular focus on enabling
gestural metaphors that enhance the expressivity of a computer music performance. The mimesis of recognizable
gestural actions, coupled with corresponding sonic material, can achieve transparency4 enabling performers and
the public to establish causal relationships between the former and the latter. Mapping (the connections between
control signals and synthesis parameters of a performance system) and its variation throughout the performance
are given particular emphasis via changeable blocks of control parameters. The performer is able to design the
blocks before a performance, precomposing the mapping according to the interaction (s)he wants to achieve
and change it dynamically allowing the performer to explore the diverse interaction capabilities offered by the
environment. To demonstrate the system, an analysis of a semi-improvised live performance that was created with
the environment is presented.

Introduction
Performance practices with interfaces that use gestural movement to interact with a computerbased musical environment are integral to the investigation of present representative approaches
to digital musical interfaces. A significant amount of investigation has been pursued over the
past years by dedicated organizations in this field, such as the Studio for Electro-Instrumental
Music (STEIM), and the NIME community or individual artists and researchers who created
pioneering work in this area such as Michael Waisvisz’ The Hands (1984), and Radio Baton (1985)
by Max Mathews and Robert Boie (Manning 2004: 379 – 381). This investigates the field of optical
interfaces using a Leap Motion (LM) device. In considering expressivity as the primary aim of
this project, particular attention was given to mapping strategies that are informed by gestural
metaphors in order to foster transparency (Fels, Gadd and Mulder 2002; Gadd and Fels 2002;
Wessel, Wright and Schott 2002; Fischman 2013).
It is not long since LM became available to the public and some projects have already
shown its potential for musical applications, showcasing the device as an interface to facilitate
intuitive, expressive performances. Some use it as their main interface whilst others combine it
with other controllers. In some other projects the device is used to trigger pre-developed sound
material or to control effects of post-production software, to name a few: Touchless (Ma 2013),
Human Electro (Fujimoto 2013), Drumactica 2.0 (Bertelli 2013), and Gesture Control Jam (Hoenig
1 See Leap Motion https://www.leapmotion.com
2 See SuperCollider https://supercollider.github.io/
3 See Greap at the Leap Motion blog http://blog.leapmotion.com/sculpting-sound-real-time-supercollider/
4 Transparency of mapping refers to the ability of the instrument to create clear links between the actions of
the performer and the resulting sound.
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2014), and NIME Final Show_Zeyao (Li 2017). In some other cases the device is used as an
interface to emulate traditional instruments such as the piano – e.g. Crystal Piano (Silva et al. n.d.).
Greap was designed to create computer music that exhibits the audible transparency of
real time gestural manipulation of sonic material. It consists of a software environment5 integrated
with the LM hardware device. The performer is able to pre-design the mapping blocks before
a performance according to the interaction (s)he wants to achieve. The mapping can then be
changed dynamically, allowing the performer to shift between different sets of gestures and sonic
manipulations, and to explore diverse interaction affordances offered by Greap.
From the perspective of both audience and performer it is hard not to see a resemblance
to the Theremin (1924) performance paradigm. This pioneering electronic sound device consisted
of “two capacitor-based detectors, one a vertical rod, the other a horizontal loop. These controlled
pitch and amplitude, respectively, by generating electrical fields that altered according to the
proximity of the hands of the performer” (Manning 2004: 5). In the case of Greap however, although
the performer uses his or her hands in a similar manner, (s)he is able to control the spectrum of the
sound (i.e. the gestures manipulate the timbre of the sound). Therefore, this resemblance is only
relevant to the kinesiology of the performance and not to the sonic outcome, since in the case of
the Theremin “the morphology (the relationship between pitch, timbre and time) – remains fixed”
(Paine 2009: 143).
Furthermore, the affordances of Greap are significantly different from the Theremin due
to the multidimensional6 tracking possibilities it provides, and thus it allows controlling many
synthesis parameters simultaneously and totally independently, which can help to manipulate
sonic material in a more intuitive way.
Overview of Greap
The main sound generator in Greap is a granular synthesizer using a Grainbuf7 unit
generator implemented in SC. Grainbuf is one of SC’ ready made algorithms for implementing
granular synthesis. It provides a fixed amount of control parameters including: number of output
channels, trigger to start a new grain, duration of each newly produced grain, buffer (audio file
stored in the temporary memory of SC) to granulate, pitch of the grain, playback position for
the grain in relation to the duration of the audio file that is being used, interpolation method for
pitch shifting of the grain, panning position of the grain in the stereo field, type of envelopes for
each grain, and maximum rate for produced grains and volume for each grain. The synth uses
audio samples stored in the hard disk of the computer that are loaded in separate buffers in SC
when starting Greap. Illustration 1 shows the block diagram of the sound generator of Greap. For
instructions on how to run Greap see the Appendix.

5 Full algorithm of the system can be found at this link https://github.com/KonVas/Greap/blob/master/
GreapCode/Greap.scd
6 According to the official website of Leap Motion the field of view of the device is two feet above the controller, by two feet wide on each side. For further details about the range specifications of the LM device
see http://blog.leapmotion.com/hardware-to-software-how-does-the-leap-motion-controller-work/ and
https://developer.leapmotion.com/documentation/csharp/devguide/Leap_Overview.html#motion-trackingdata
7 See SuperCollider’s helpfile of GrainBuf at this link http://doc.sccode.org/Classes/GrainBuf.html
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Illustration 1. Block diagram of the synthesis engine of Greap.
Table 1 provides a summary of the main parameters of the environment.
Parameter

Control

PosLo

Initial position of the grain

PosRate (posRateM, posRateE)

Reading speed

Rate

Pitch of the grain

BufNum

Sample index to manipulate

Amp

Volume of the grain

GrainDur

Duration of the grain

PanMax

Panning position of the grain

TrigRate

Trigger of new grain

PosHi

End position of the grain
Table 1. Parameters implemented in Greap.

Although the above parameters are very powerful on their own, some auxiliary parameters
are also implemented. These are used to manipulate the main controls by creating slight fluctuations
to current values, and are controlled by the user via the LM. Table 2 provides a summary of the
deviation parameters.
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Parameter

Deviate

PosDev

Position of the grain

PitchDev

Pitch of the grain

DurDev

Duration of the grain

AmpDev

Volume of the grain
Table 2. Deviation parameters implemented in Greap.

The system is designed to be controlled by the LM device, however it offers a native
graphical user interface (GUI) that allows the direct manipulation of its sound parameters.
Illustration 2 shows the GUI of Greap.

Illustration 2. Graphical User Interface (GUI) of Greap showing available control parameters.
LM communicates the synthesis parameters via GECO8, a third party application that
communicates data from the device to any application able to receive MIDI or OSC data. Illustration
3 provides a block diagram of the system showing the communication via GECO In addition, it
allows to store the preferences in a file which can be loaded later using different set-ups for
gestures including the midi note configuration and adjustment of the incoming control signals from
the LM device.

8 See GECO http://uwyn.com/geco/
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Illustration 3. Block diagram of Greap.
Therefore the availability of gestures provided by Greap rely on GECO. It provides a fixed
set of control signals decoding LM input, including up and down, and vertical positioning of the
hands, as well as the inclination values of both palms separately. Available gestures, and their
control signals are shown in Illustration 4.

Illustration 4. Available gestures in Greap provided by GECO. (Screenshot taken from GECO
software)
Then, for example, the user can map the vertical position of the left hand to the duration
of an event and the pitch to the upward and/or downward position of the right hand. GECO also
provides a visual representation of the values for each control signal.
Scene handling/snapshots
In Greap, specific configurations of parameters within the system that can be planned in advance
by the performer are called scenes. A scene may include information about mapping, audio
sample, and parameter initialization values. The user is able to shift dynamically between various
scenes by using an external interface (for example, a MIDI foot switch) or change them natively via
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a selection menu implemented in the graphical interface of Greap. There is no limit to the number
of the scenes.
When the performer switches to a scene, (s)he has continuous control over a group of
parameters included in the mapping. The parameters that are left out of the scope of the mapping
will jump to a given value that the user decides not to alter. In this way, (s)he may set highly
contrasting scenes and switch between them either instantly or in a gradual manner by means of
a fading function implemented to enable smoothness of changes.
~presetMenu.addItem(\Scroller, { // line 1
args a, rate=1.0,rateDev=0.0,posLo=0.01,posHi=0.99, //line 2
trigRate=100,bufnum=0,posRateM=1,posRateE=0,granDur=0.3; //line 2.2
~i=0; // line 3
x.set(\rate, rate, \rateDev, rateDev, //line 4
\bufnum, bufnum, \posLo, posLo, //line 4.2
\posHi, posHi, \trigRate, trigRate, //line 4.3
\posRateM, posRateM, \posRateE, posRateE, //line 4.4
\granDur, granDur); //line 4.5
sl[\bufnum].value_(bufnum).doAction; // line 5

Figure 1. A Scene implementation in Greap.
Figure 1 shows an example of a scene. In line 1, is the name of the scene. Line 2 – 2.2,
defines the values of parameters that the user has no access to for continuous control; Line 3, is
the index of the mapping that acts as a pointer to an array of mappings (in this case, it points to
the first one in the order of the cueing mappings). Line 4 – 4.5, is the synthesizer parameter values
(taken from line 2 above). Line 5, sets the faders of the graphical interface (same values taken
from line 2).
Mapping variability
The prime motivation of this project was to create mapping strategies that foster transparency
between the gestural action of the performer and the resulting sound in order to enhance
expressivity while performing with a computer-based musical environment. Instead of using single
mapping Greap employs an embedding mechanism that hosts various mappings which change
dynamically while performing, without interrupting the musical flow of the performance. While in
other systems this principle is implemented as an external library9, in Greap it is implemented
as an internal mechanism, avoiding dependency on third party software, which might affect the
maintainability of the system in the long run.
Greap allows the user to pre-configure the mapping relationships before the performance
according to the interactions (s)he wants to achieve. Changing the mapping during the performance
offers multiple interaction possibilities and allows exploration of the system’s inherent affordances.
The most important aspect of this feature is that the same gestures can control different parameters
throughout the performance. Therefore, the performer can build blocks of interactions, which will
result in diverse sonic outcomes, and most importantly without having to stop the flow of the piece.
This type of functionality has also been explored in MAES (Fischman 2013: 334). In the current
9 For instance, Libmapper (Malloch, Sinclair and Wanderley 2013).
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version of Greap, the variable mapping is hardcoded. The user needs to couple the control signals
coming from GECO with the synthesis parameters of Greap. For example, if the performer wants
to control the duration of a grain with the horizontal position of the left hand then a MIDI number is
assigned and coupled with the duration parameter of the grain. Greap allows an unlimited number
of mappings, making it easy to create versatile combinations.
Figure 2 shows the code for two individual groups of mappings that the performer can switch
on incrementally. Each group includes the parameters that the user will have access to. Each
group is enclosed in parentheses; the numerical values are the MIDI numbers that correspond
to GECO’s variables. In the first group, the number 0 couples the performer’s left hand to the
gate argument, 1 and 2 respectively couple the horizontal trajectory of each hand to the low and
high read position in the grain, 3 couples the vertical trajectory of the left hand to the deviation
of the read position of the grain, and finally, 9 couples the horizontal position of the right hand to
the panning (panMax) parameter. In this version, a MIDI foot pedal controls the amplitude using
number 7.
~cc = ([ (0: \gate, 1: \posLo, 2: \posHi, 3: \posDev, 9: \panMax, 7: \amp),
(0: \gate, 3: \rateDev, 2: \posRateE, 1: \posLo, 9: \panMax) ]);
Figure 2. Mapping implementation in Greap.
Interaction affordances of Greap
Optical interfaces such as LM can provide a high degree of expressivity, letting the performer
move his or her hands in any direction freely and effortlessly, yet with no visual cues and tactile
feedback or restrictions relative to its tracking area. However, this openness does have limitations
since the performer must always consider the appropriate position of the hands within the tracking
range of the device. In Greap, this is partly solved by visualizing the values of each parameter in
its graphical user interface, using graphic faders and number boxes. However, monitoring range
through the computer screen during performance might lead to the isolation of the performer from
the audience, affecting eye contact, and leaving less room for theatrical and musical expression.
A way to avoid this, which was followed while learning Greap, suggests that by ignoring the visual
display and relying merely on the sound outcome, the performer can learn and become skilful.
Following this practice a gradual increase of gestural dexterity and virtuosity became apparent. In
addition, Greap provides a very real sense of the shaping of sounds, giving the sonic medium an
almost tangible physicality.
Effort and visualization of musical tension
Devices like LM require no contact or physical effort. The user can interact within the tracking area
of the interface without having to change or manipulate any physical state or mechanism of the
controller. Although Greap does not require any physical effort or mechanical manipulation during
performance, the bodily motion employed to shape sounds expresses “effort” (Vertegaal, Ungvary
and Kieslinger, 1996; Fischman, 2013: 330) and musical tension.
Tangible sound
Although optical interfaces are intangible, Greap creates a potentially tangible connection with the
sound – the hands move in such a way that the audience may experience a direct shaping of the
sonic material correlated with the gestural movements, in a similar manner to pottery where the
potter gives shape to clay with manual dexterity. To explore further this concept, future directions
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for Greap’s development will include real time manipulation of a virtual object that the performer
will be able to shape with his or her hands. Similarities can be seen with “sound sculpting” (Mulder
and Fels, 1998: 15–16).
Metaphors
Metaphors, in the context of computer music performance, are acts of gestural mimesis of everyday
movements. “A good mapping metaphor will help performers and the audience understand
the effects of gesture on sound” (Sapir, 2000: 3). A metaphor is an effective way to enhance
expressivity and mapping transparency while performing with a gestural controller. The system
supports a series of gestural metaphors that are implemented through mapping. Table 3 provides
an explanation of the metaphors implemented for the work Ataraxia, presented in the next chapter.
Metaphor

Description

Scroll

Scroll within the range of the sound file

Bend

Bending the pitch of the grain

Stretch

Stretch the sample. Imitate stretching by moving hands in opposite
directions

Suppress

Step in and out when sound occurs, suppress the grain with the left
hand
Table 3. Metaphors implemented in Greap.

Music composed with Greap
Ataraxia10 (2014) is the first musical work composed with Greap. It is a semi-improvised
composition structured in five scenes, each consisting of five separate metaphors. Although this
structure is fixed, the actual interpretation of the indicated gestures within a scene depends on
the performer’s approach. Ataraxia enacts the proliferation of magic or augmenting reality. The
performer appears to be a conjurer that shapes the sound, as it was an immutable object while this
object is connected to the characteristics of the resulting sound. Table 4 provides an explanation
regarding the musical gestures implemented through the mapping, and its musical characteristics
including correlations and musical impact of the gestures between each gesture and quality of the
interaction. See Appendix for complete score and instructions for the performance of Ataraxia.
Gestural mappings

Parameters

Interaction created

Both hands on the
horizontal axis of the LM

Low and high position of the
grain

Both hands move on the
vertical position over the Leap’s
interaction area. Left hand
controls the lower position
(grain’s reading position); right
hand controls the end of the
grain.

10 A video with the full recording of the piece is online at this link: https://vimeo.com/87510975
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Gestural mappings

Parameters

Interaction created

Left hand stable, right hand
up and down motion

Gate and pitch deviation
parameter

Appearance of left hand
opens gate. Right hand is
used to create an upward and
downward motion in order to
deviate from the pitch of the
grain. If the right hand is down
and close to the device, the
grain will have its original pitch,
moving the hand upward the
pitch starts to fluctuate from its
original position.

Both hands moving on the
vertical axis of the LM

Grain density and grain
duration

Open and close both hands
over the horizontal axis of
the LM, left hand controls the
number of the grains and the
density of the sound. The right
hand controls the duration of
the grain, when moving to the
left it increases the duration
and vice versa.

Left hand horizontal motion,
right hand diagonal motion

Gate and deviation (inverted)

Placing left hand over LM
triggers the sound. Moving left
hand to the left deviates from
the current position of the pitch.

Up and down and left
diagonally

Duration and pitch

Moving the right hand
diagonally towards the right
direction manipulates the
duration. Left hand upward
and downward affects the pitch
accordingly.

Table 4. Gestural mappings, parameters, and interaction created in scenes of Ataraxia with
Greap.
Illustration 5 shows an excerpt from a performance with Greap providing an example of the
stage plan for the performance of Ataraxia.
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Illustration 5. Performance of Ataraxia. (Photo taken by Fanny Tobia)
It is worth mentioning however, that even following accurately the instructions that are
provided in the score, the performer must keep in mind that in order to perform magic efficiently
depends on the ability to sustain theatricality/dramaturgy throughout the performance, and
thus this is the main priority and rule that the performer must comply with. Some strategies that
appeared to be helpful for the successful realization of Ataraxia are outlined below:
1. Technological discretion. The hardware must be hidden, for example cables, audio
interfaces, and computers must not be apparent to the audience. From the audience’s point of
view people witness a clear/lucid connection between the hand movements and the resulting
sound without being able to see the medium that creates it implying that the sound is being created
by the bare hands of the performer, augmenting mysticism. This, however, is also dependent on
the visual aspect of the performance. For example, the performer must not only be focussed
on the control of the parameters of the environment, but (s)he must be also able to employ the
appropriate body language that demonstrates tension and effort of the whole body, this is totally
dependent on the next strategy.
2.Listening to the sound, trust your ears. Providing that there is no computer on stage that
provides visual feedback from the responses of the system, the performer learns to adapt his/her
movements through listening to the outcome of the sound.
3.The ability of the performer to be theatrically vigorous. Assessing numerous performances
of Ataraxia show that in order for the piece to be compelling and for the performer to be able to
perform magic successfully, (s)he must impose some acting ability. For example, employing the
whole body and creating tension, as well as keeping eye contact with the audience. This is crucial
to maintain theatricality and expressivity throughout the performance. In case the performer fails
to sustain this there is a risk of spoiling the appearance of magic that is intended for the piece.
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4.Preservation of the guidelines of the score. To keep the form of the piece intact the
performer needs to preserve the instructions of the score, including the sound material that was
selected for the piece. The performance instructions11 are provided in a graphical score that
serves as a guide to the performer. Each movement contains instructions about durations of each
scene, rests, hand gestures and their trajectories, names of the audio samples and mappings.
However, within these constraints, the performer has the freedom to improvise. The instructions
given by the score ensure that the piece is repeatable and recognizable.
5.Performance through metaphors. The piece implements a series of metaphors that the
performer has to perform. Complete details about the metaphors implemented in Ataraxia are
discussed later in this section.
6.Scenes, grouped interaction affordances, and structured improvisation. As already noted
Ataraxia is divided into separate scenes, providing specific directions and information that help
to build the context of the piece. These include trajectories of the hands, specific sounds that
are used in scenes, durations of the scenes, and the execution of rests during the performance.
This information helps to guide the performer along certain paths throughout the performance
rather than block his/her imagination. The scenes, including all information that comes with them,
create diverse sets of interaction affordances; the performer is practising them, which helps them
to display a sort of virtuosity while playing with the environment. The implementation of scenes
allows building the context of the piece using directed improvisation following the guidelines that
were devised for Ataraxia.
The importance of technological discretion
To augment the theatrical aspect of the performance with Greap, it is important to hide the
technical apparatuses in order to enact a higher level of sorcerous dramaturgy. This is achieved
by the high degree of expressivity enacted by the lucid connection between the gestures and the
resulting sound. By adopting the use of metaphors (i.e., gestures that convey universal meaning,
such as rub, spin, and twist) and translating these into sound I advanced the dramatic spectacle
and theatricality. Ataraxia highlights this by adopting two approaches: avoiding any technological
and hardware devices (including the computer) around the interaction area creating a magical/
mystical representation of gestures to sound, and keeping an air of mystery. From the audience’s
point of view this is similar to the Acousmatic listening experience12, however, in the case of Greap
the sound source appears to be the performer. This is achieved by a personal decision to rely only
on the sound outcome instead of looking at graphical representations on a screen, thus to monitor
the systems’ responses through the sound. This also allows eye contact with the audience, which
is paramount to enhance the spectacle during performance. Other examples and similarities with
electronic instruments can be seen with the Theremin where the performers have no apparent
contact with the medium that produces the sound, creating a mystical creation and manipulation
of the sound.
According to some confessions of the audience, the performance of Ataraxia enacts a
sense of conjuring. In light of these confessions, it allows me to suggest that this composition is
successful according to my personal ambitions and research objectives regarding expressivity
and theatricality.

11 The score can be found at the Appendix, and at this link http://www.academia.edu/27986340/Score_
for_Ataraxia
12 Although this absence is an essential characteristic of the Acousmatic tradition.
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In order to enhance expressivity and create transparency of mapping, the following
metaphors were implemented. Timings refer to the documented performance. Scroll (0’10” - 1’30”)
the performer places the hands over the LM and moves them in a vertical trajectory controlling the
lower and higher read positions of the grain. This corresponds to a visual metaphor of the reading
position within the granulated sample. Bend (1’30” - 2’54”) uses the left hand to manipulate the
pitch deviation of the grains. The higher the position of the hand, the greater the deviation of the
rate will be. Stretch (2’55” - 4’25”) requires the performer to move the hands in a vertical trajectory
where both hands move in opposite directions in order to control time stretching: the wider the
distance between the two hands the greater the stretch factor. Suppress (6’18” - 6’25”) provides
a dramatic scenario. The performer acts as if trying to reach the grains cautiously, exploring the
changing sound. Once (s)he becomes familiar with this reaction, (s)he tries to interact with the
grains by increasing and decreasing their density as well as their pitch deviation and duration
using the horizontal position of the hands (6’31”). Table 4 (Chapter: Music Composed with Greap)
shows the mapping and its musical implications in Greap.
Musical outcomes of Greap
For many years there has been a trade-off between complexity and timbre versatility, and the
possibility of manipulating sound on the fly. Greap addresses this problem by switching to
different mappings without interrupting a performance. Using scenes I am able to precompose the
interaction affordances and plan my compositional decisions before the performance therefore
enhancing the complexity of the piece. Ataraxia, composed with Greap, illustrates the accurate
representation of my decisions prior to the performance, which the environment allows me to store
and use repeatedly. Most importantly, while performing with Greap I am able to translate the same
gestures to result in diverse sound manipulations and organize the piece.
The musical result is the creation of idiomatic pieces that are consistent with the interface
and the medium that was used to create it. Thus, the music that is created using an interface such
as LM is highly gestural – the movements of the performer are reflected in the sounds, leading to a
causal relationship between the former and the latter. Moreover, sound morphology is depicted by
the fast changes that the performer may achieve due to the ability to make rapid manipulations of
the main synthesis parameters (as well as of the auxiliary controls). Additionally, by using scenes
the user may store multi-parameter functions such as mappings and other pertinent information,
in order to create more complex pieces. Using a specific score that I created for the piece I
managed to keep the form of the piece intact, maintaining the repeatability and recognizability of
the composition after multiple performances. Thus, the piece can be distributed and performed
by other laptop artists.
Conclusion
LM provides a large degree of freedom in regard to the performer’s gestures and movements.
However, this is possible only when the performer keeps the hands within the appropriate range
of the device. There is neither a specific framework nor physical constraints that the user is aware
of during the performance, thus the only way to make sure that the system is responding properly
is through the produced sound. A strategy that relies solely on the sonic output of the system while
performing was followed in this project. Furthermore, the performer can develop and manipulate
versatile timbre structures similar to those that are made in the studio: with dynamic changes of
multiple settings and configurations, the composer/performer is able to access a wider range
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of sonic manipulation. Therefore, while Greap was mainly developed for live use, complexity is
not sacrificed. While Greap is fully functional and allows broad customization, there is still some
room for development, and this has become apparent through composition and performance,
requiring a constantly evolving process of metaphor development and adaptation to new musical
requirements.
Some future refinements of the system will include its modification of the system to facilitate
a more flexible mechanism for mapping, which will be more accessible to novel users. This will be
possible through the implementation of a matrix where the user will be able to bind LM’s variables
with the synthesis parameters of Greap. It will provide a visual representation of the mapping and
will help to build it without the need to deal with code. A similar approach is implemented in MAES
(Fischman, 2013: 334).
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Appendix
Software

SuperCollider 3.6 or above
GECO

Files and additional resources
required13

Greap.scd, Subduct.scd, GECOMapSC.geco,
BEERfers.scd

Audio files

n/a

Hardware

Leap Motion
MIDI foot pedal (optional).

Instructions and technical requirements
Instructions about how to set up Greap environment are as follows. In order to connect the Leap
Motion device to the computer you require the software of the device, which is provided by the
manufacturer, and can be installed when purchasing the device. To run the environment you will
need SuperCollider and a third party application called GECO, which is used to tap the Leap
Motion data in SuperCollider.
The current version of Greap has a stereo output. The system may be connected directly
to a pair of self-amplified speakers using a mini jack (3.5mm) cable via the line output of the
computer’s sound card. GECO communicates the data of Leap Motion using MIDI protocol; future
versions of Greap will use Open Sound Control (OSC) protocol as current version of GECO
supports it.
To perform Ataraxia you will need a selection of sounds that were used for the piece,
which are placed in a folder called ‘sounds’ in the root folder of the project. Additional files of the
environment can be found in a folder named ‘resources’ inside the Greap’s folder. Move both files
Subduct.sc and BEERfers.sc from the resources folder to the SuperCollider’s extensions folder.
On a Mac, it is in the following pathname: ‘Username/Library/Application Support/SuperCollider/
Extensions’

13 These are additional files and resources for the functionality of Greap, and can be found at this link:
https://github.com/KonVas/Greap
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How to launch Greap
Open Greap.scd with SuperCollider. To run the environment press (Mac)
+ A, and then
+ Enter. Greap will launch GECO by loading the GECOMapSC.geco file automatically, which
contains configuration for the mapping of Leap Motion to SuperCollider. If everything has gone
as expected SuperCollider must be running the environment and you are looking at a graphical
user interface (GUI). It provides some faders and buttons, which can be used for testing purposes.
Providing that you are in the first scene, movement along the x-axis of the left hand is controlling
the start of the reading position of the sound sample and movement along the x–axis of the left
hand is controlling the end of the reading position of the sound. The rest of the parameters of
the synth remain fixed until you switch to the next scene, which provides interaction with other
parameters. For complete details about the mapping of the environment see the score below.
Troubleshoot
In the event that SuperCollider fails to start GECO you may launch the application and load the
GECOMapSC.geco file manually. It is recommended to start GECO before SuperCollider. For
accurate realization of Ataraxia you must use the sounds that were selected for the piece. Should
you want to create your own version and use other sounds, replace the current ones with yours. If
SuperCollider fails to produce any sound, make sure that these are monophonic sounds and are
placed in the correct location, that is inside the root folder of the project.
If Leap Motion is functioning erratically, for example it fails to track your hands accurately,
it is worth calibrating the device, to do so follow the instructions of the Leap Motion software
installed on your computer or consult the official website.
Instructions for the performance of Ataraxia
Ataraxia is composed in five scenes or movements; each scene uses different mappings and
gestures. The score below contains figures and instructions as well as information about the
mappings, duration of the scenes, and hand trajectories. Sound files are not included, thus
the user can define new sounds. The performer is advised to make rests in each scene. This
can be achieved by keeping Leap’s interaction area14 clear. The performance involves the use
of gestural metaphors, which need to be performed as instructed in the score. For details about
the implementation of the metaphors see Tables 3, 4.
To enable versatile interactivity, each scene enables diverse mappings and thus, the same
gestures may be coupled to other parameters; therefore the same gestures result in different sonic
manipulations. However, some mappings remain fixed during the performance, e.g., gate, which
is activated by the left hand throughout the performance. The same is true for panning (of the
stereo image), which is coupled with the vertical trajectory of the left hand, and volume, which for
example, may be controlled by an external foot switch.
Although the duration of the scenes is fixed, the performer is free to improvise, however,
the duration of each scene must not be less than 6 seconds or exceed 2 minutes, and rests must
not exceed 6 seconds.

14 According to the official website of Leap Motion the field of view of the device is two feet above the
controller, by two feet wide on each side.
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